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the next phase of planning.  During environmental reviews of proposed rail projects, rail alternatives 
are compared to other alternatives including road expansion and comparative environmental impacts 
are analyzed and disclosed.  The EIS does include plan level analysis with environmental conclusions 
comparing alternatives with more or less rail/roads.  However the EIS is not the appropriate level of 
analysis to perform project-level evaluation of rail and road projects.  

TOM MCDONALD

ACP-57:  The request to include more support and construction of facilities for bicycles in Destination 
2030 is noted.  Bicycle facilities are addressed in the non-motorized component of Destination 2030.

ISKRA JOHNSON

ACP-58: Comment noted.  Destination 2030 contains an increase in local transit service.  Also see FEIS 
Volume Two, Appendix II-A, Summary of Prior All-Bus and Rail/Bus Alternative Analysis: Conducted Prior 
to 1996 Adoption of the Sound Move Plan.

TRACEY J. EIDS, WASHINGTON STATE SENATE

ACP-59: See response to comments ACP-31 through ACP-43.

COMMENTS RECEIVED ON LEAST-COST PLANNING ANALYSIS

DON S. MONROE, PIERCE TRANSIT

LP-1:   The Regional Council plans to continue to use least-cost planning analysis as a tool to better 
understand the mix of transportation investments and management strategies that provide the greatest 
benefits to society at the least cost.  The Regional Council will continue to refine benefit-cost analytical 
tools and methods in order to continually improve the state of the practice and provide policy-makers 
with information relevant to decision processes.

LP-2:  Comment noted.

LP-3: Destination 2030 incorporates investments in local transit service consistent with levels of transit 
service analyzed under the MTP Plus B alternative.

DICK NELSON, JOHN NILES, RICHARD HARKNESS

LP-4: In the State of Washington, beginning in 2000, Regional Transportation Planning Organizations 
are required (RCW 47.80.030) to apply least-cost planning analysis to alternative transportation invest-
ment strategies.  Within Washington Administrative Code (WAC 468-86-030 and WAC 468 -86-080) 
least-cost planning is defined as “a process of comparing direct and indirect costs of demand and supply 
options to meet transportation goals and/or policies where the intent of the process is to identify the 
most cost-effective mix of options.”  Least-cost planning attempts to consider all of the reasonably 
identifiable resource costs associated with alternative investments, and to provide information relevant 
to decisions about investment selection and prioritization. 
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Destination 2030 adds a commitment to utilize additional least-cost planning analysis as input to 
regional decision processes.  The Regional Council plans to conduct additional least-cost planning 
analysis at the appropriate programmatic level, where the relative benefits of discrete systems invest-
ment and management alternatives can be more properly assessed.   Additionally, all major “Candidate” 
modal system components must conduct and document an enhanced benefit-cost analysis (appropriate 
to the scale and complexity of the study) that considers reasonable full costs (public and private) of 
transportation in its environmental analysis before a preferred option/alternative will be incorporated 
as “Approved” projects in the plan for implementation.   In combination, regional least-cost analysis 
at the programmatic level and project or corridor level benefit-cost analysis, constitute the least-cost 
methodology for regional plan development. 

LP-5:  The Regional Council agrees that least-cost planning analysis, as it relates to metropolitan plan 
alternatives, is feasible and that  “Appendix 11 demonstrates that least-cost planning analysis can be 
accomplished with available cost and transportation system data.”

LP-6: In the State of Washington, beginning in 2000, Regional Transportation Planning Organizations 
are required (RCW 47.80.030) to apply least-cost planning analysis to alternative transportation invest-
ment strategies.  Within Washington Administrative Code (WAC 468-86-030 and WAC 468 -86-080) 
least-cost planning is defined as “a process of comparing direct and indirect costs of demand and supply 
options to meet transportation goals and/or policies where the intent of the process is to identify the 
most cost-effective mix of options.”  Least-cost planning attempts to consider all of the reasonably 
identifiable resource costs associated with alternative investments, and to provide information relevant 
to decisions about investment selection and prioritization.  Also see response I-167.

LP-7: The objective of current planning work is to update and refine the 1995 MTP.  A public scoping 
process identified the range of alternatives to be analyzed in the EIS.  In the future, the region’s 
transportation plan will be totally re-evaluated.  At that time, a larger range of alternatives will be 
analyzed, including “serious citizen-initiated transportation solutions.”  These alternatives will be subject 
to least-cost planning analysis.

LP-8:  The Regional Council believes it has complied with state law (RCW 47.80.030); any further 
refinement and utilization of a least-cost analysis methodology simply provides additional information 
that can be used in future decision processes as they arise.  See also response I-167.

LP-9:  See response LP-4.

LP-10:  See response LP-8.

LP-11:  See response LP-8.

JAMES W. MACISAAC

LP-12:  See response LP-8.
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LP-13: The objective of the current planning work is to update and refine the 1995 MTP.  A public 
scoping process identified the range of alternatives to be analyzed in the EIS.  Because Sound Transit’s 
Phase I is in the 1995 MTP as light rail (and it has voter approval and is currently being implemented) 
the decision was not re-visited in Destination 2030.  However, future phases of Sound Transit’s program 
are not identified as light rail.  These phases were analyzed on a technology neutral basis as simply 
“high capacity transit”.  See response to TO-60.   Also, see FEIS Volume II Appendix II-A, Summary 
of Prior All-Bus and Rail/Bus Alternative Analysis: Conducted Prior to 1996 Adoption of the Sound 
Move Plan.

LP-14:  Comment noted.

LP-15:   The least-cost analysis contained in Appendix 11 does not evaluate transit systems separately 
from other components contained in the DEIS alternatives.

LP-16:  Comment noted.

LP-17: The least-cost analysis contained in Appendix 11 does not evaluate the HOV system separately 
from other components contained in the DEIS alternatives.

LP-18:   The least-cost planning analysis contained in Appendix 11 describes the application of least-
cost analysis to the system level transportation alternatives contained in the Metropolitan Transporta-
tion Plan Alternatives Analysis and Draft Environmental Impact Statement released August, 31, 2000.  
Least-cost analysis of regional transportation planning alternatives is a new  analytical requirement, and 
the analysis contained in this document should be viewed as a first step in addressing this new planning 
element, as well as incorporating economic evaluation methods more explicitly into the regional plan 
development process.  The Regional Council looks forward to refining these methods over time, based 
on gained experience and public comment.  

LP-19:  Least-cost planning does not attempt to revise transportation performance data that are a 
product of transportation demand modeling.  It is true that if transportation modeling were to result 
in revisions to the performance data these changes would have an influence on the outcomes of a 
least-cost planning analysis.

LP-20: In conducting least-cost analysis, or benefit-cost analysis, it is essential to compare all alterna-
tives to a common base, and to ensure that only changes in benefits and costs are accounted for.  
Least-cost analysis is concerned with changes in transportation systems over the long run.  In the long 
run, all transportation costs are variable and are appropriately considered to be influenced by the types 
of transportation system decisions made.  Past investment decisions, however, and trip making activity 
currently satisfied by existing infrastructure, must be excluded from the analysis.  This is done by netting 
out costs experienced in the base year from each future year’s cost estimates.  Base year trips are also 
netted out from future year’s trip estimates; current trip activity is a function of the existing population 
base.  What is left are costs and trips, accounted on an annual basis, that are above existing levels, or 
that are a function of growth.  What is then analyzed is alternative means of serving these new trips.  
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Future costs are discounted to their present value and present value costs are factored on a per new trip 
basis.  The cost per new trip is the least-cost measure employed in this analysis.  The components of this 
analytical process are described in Section 3 of this document.

A least-cost analysis is interested in changes from today in transportation system investments and 
performance.  According to transportation models, in the year 2000, people in the central Puget Sound 
region will make over 10 million trips each day (trips are a unit of benefit).  By 2030 daily person trips 
will increase to over 16 million, reflecting the increase in population and employment that is expected.  
Least-cost analysis is interested in the increment of new trips taken each year above the number of 
trips taken in the year 2000.  Each year, and for each plan alternative analyzed, this increment is slightly 
larger than the previous year’s increment of growth.  The same is true when considering the costs 
of serving these person trips.  This means that Appendix 11 includes a stream of cost data, by cost 
category, for each year between 2000 and 2030 for each plan alternative, and assumes a steady phased 
investment in transportation systems over that same time period.  These cost streams are the added 
new costs of serving additional trips.

LP-21:  The Attached Table 2 was prepared by the comment provider.  The Regional Council is unable to 
determine the nature of the question contained in this comment or the relationship between the table 
provided and the data contained in Appendix 11.

LP-22:  All alternatives show increased auto ownership and operation costs above the base year.  Each 
alternative has its own estimate of the cost categories based primarily on auto ownership and operation 
cost functions associated with vehicle miles traveled.  These cost categories are described in Exhibit A: 
Costs Factors Within the Full Cost Analysis.

LP-23:  Freight costs within the region are estimated as a function of personal income, based on 
nationally developed statistics.  Personal income does not vary by plan alternative.  The congestion 
cost category also includes an estimate of the travel delay that is estimated for freight vehicles as 
a percentage of all vehicle travel.  As congestion increases, the congestion costs to freight vehicles 
increases as well.

LP-24:  Facility investment costs are counted as part of the full cost analysis but are not allocated to any 
particular mode.  The least-cost analysis is a full cost analysis and not a cost allocation exercise.  Separate 
modal investments are not being analyzed individually, but rather as part of a package of investments.

LP-25:  It is possible that a separate analysis for bicycle and pedestrian investments would be 
appropriate in the future.

LP-26:  This least-cost planning analysis offers no answer to the question raised by the commenter.

LP-27:  The least-cost analysis is a full cost analysis and not a cost allocation exercise. 

LP-28:  The conclusions of the comment are neither supported nor refuted by the least-cost analysis 
in Appendix 11.
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LP-29:  On the one hand, the Current Law Revenue alternative represents minimal public investment in 
transportation systems.  Capital costs are low, but other costs (environmental, congestion, and private 
auto ownership) are high.  On the other hand, the two variations of the MTP Plus alternative represents 
two distinct approaches to achieve major system expansion.  Capital costs are high, in each approach, 
while environmental and congestion costs are lower than the Current Law Revenue alternative.  Cost 
differences between the two approaches to MTP Plus are noteworthy, as they suggest that lower total 
costs are realized through a combined program of investments that reduce travel delay and pollution, 
while also reducing dependency upon the automobile for personal travel.

LP-30: Comment noted.

LP-31, 32:  The least-cost analysis is a full cost analysis and not a cost allocation exercise. Also, the 
analysis does not support the kind of conclusions included in the comment.

LP-33:  The Regional Council does not agree with the comment that public transit has little effect 
on the cost of congestion.  According to the DEIS (p. 28), daily transit person trips are forecast to 
increase from 283,000 in 1998 to 955,000 in 2030.  If these riders were traveling in SOVs they would 
add considerably to the cost of congestion.

Your comment regarding holding transit constant at the Current Law Revenue level does not appear to 
be relevant to the least cost planning topic.  However, the Regional Council took a different approach 
in constructing the alternatives.  The three alternatives were designed to build upon each other.  The 
stating point was Current Law Revenue, then an increment of spending and projects was added to 
represent the Current MTP expanded to 2030.  Finally, the MTP Plus alternative was tested that added 
spending and projects beyond the expanded 1995 MTP.  Time and budget constraints restrict the 
number of model runs that could be generated to test various scenarios

LP-34:  Comments noted.  The Regional Council looks forward to refining these methods over time, 
based on gained experience and on public comment.  

LP-35:  Referenced table and comment noted.

LP-36:  Referenced table and comment noted.

LP-37:  Referenced table and comment noted.

CHRIS NELSON

LP:38:  Thank you for endorsing the 1995 MTP Plan alternative.

JESSE TARBERT 

LP-39:  Thank you for endorsing the MTP Plus alternative.

LP-40:  Comment noted.

LP-41:  Comment noted.
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LP-42: Comment noted.

DIANA LAU

LP-43:  Thank you for endorsing the MTP Plus alternative.

LP-44:  Thank you for your willingness to pay an additional $33.00 per month to pay for needed 
transportation improvements.

DAWN MARIE MAURER

LP-45: Thank you for endorsing the MTP Plus alternative.

JEO VAN DE MARK

LP-46: Thank you for endorsing the MTP Plus alternative.

LP-47:  Comment noted.

NOT IDENTIFIED

LP-48:  Thank you for endorsing the 1995 MTP Plan alternative.

RISHANNE SWANSON

LP-49:  Thank you for endorsing the MTP Plus alternative.

LP-50:  Comment noted.

LAN LAN CHEN

LP-51:  Thank you for endorsing the MTP Plus alternative.

LP-52:  Comment noted.

LP-53:  Comment noted.

LP-54:  Comment noted.

MATTHEW M. WARREN

LP-55:  Opinion, comment noted.

LP-56:  Opinion, comment noted.

LP-57:  Opinion, comment noted.

LP-58:  Opinion, comment noted.

LP-59:  Opinion, comment noted.

LP-60:  Opinion, comment noted.  The Regional Council has been evaluating various market methods 
for paying for transportation investments.  A summary of this analysis is included in the DEIS document.
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LP-61:  See response LP-60.

LP-62:  Opinion, comment noted.

LP-63:  Opinion, comment noted.

LP-64:  See response LP-4.

LP-65:  See response LP-60.

LP-66:  Opinion, comment noted.

LP-67:  The Washington State Department of Transportation places a high priority on safety improve-
ment investments.  Accident data on roadways are tracked and do influence investment rankings.

LP-68:  These projects are included in the Destination 2030 analysis.

LP-69: State highways are owned and operated by WSDOT, the Regional Council will continue to work 
with WSDOT to help prioritize projects in the central Puget Sound region. 

MARK SIMPSON

LP-70: Comment noted.

LP-71:  Thank you for endorsing the MTP Plus alternative.

AMOS WONG

LP-72:  Thank you for endorsing the MTP Plus alternative.

LP-73:  Thank you for your willingness to pay $68.00 per month to fund an improved transportation 
system.

BRIDGET NG

LP-74:  Thank you for expressing support for the MTP Plus alternative.

LP-75:  Comment noted.

LP-76:  Comment noted.

LP-77:  Comment noted.

DIANA ALDERMAN

LP-78:  Thank you for expressing support for the MTP Plus alternative.

LP-79:  Comment noted.

MATT GRIFFIN

LP-80:  The Regional Council plans to continue to use least-cost planning analysis as a tool for better 
understanding the mix of transportation investments and management strategies that provide the 
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greatest benefits to society at the least cost.  The Regional Council will continue to refine benefit-cost 
analytical tools and methods in an attempt to continually improve the state of the practice and provide 
policy-makers with information relevant to decision processes.

MATT THOMSPON

LP-81: Thank you for your detailed comments and the research you have done.  We would not expect 
the 6-year TIP for the City of Everett to be the same as the regional TIP because most local projects 
are not in the regional document.  However, the regional project you mentioned, RTA-44, should be 
in Everett’s TIP.  We will coordinate with Everett and address any issues.  We also noted your specific 
comments on the Riverfront Parkway project.

LP-82: The Regional Council agrees that public participation is important.  It takes place at several 
levels and times during the planning and implementation process.  Specific projects go through local 
and/or state planning process.  In addition, they receive extensive analysis in the SEPA and/or NEPA 
review.  The objective of Destination 2030 is to set in place a overall vision for transportation that 
identifies broad decisions on how best to serve the region with an efficient multi-modal transportation 
system.  Destination 2030 has benefitted from extensive public review during the scoping and draft 
environmental impact statement process.  The Regional Council has continued to encourage public 
involvement during all phases of the adoption process.

LP-83:  Comment noted.  Thank you for enclosing the City of Everett’s 6-year TIP with your comments.

LP-84:  Thank you.

JENNIE HUSBY

LP-85:  Thank you for expressing support for the MTP Plus alternative.

JOY GERHARD

LP-86:  Thank you for expressing support for the MTP Plus alternative.

LP-87:  Comment noted.

JEANNE GERHARD

LP-88:  Thank you for expressing support for the MTP Plus alternative.

LP-89:  Comment noted.

LP-90:  Comment noted.

DWIGHT SUTTON, CITY OF BAINBRIDGE ISLAND

LP-91:  Comment noted.

PAUL TOLIVER, KING COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

LP-92:  Thank you for expressing support for the MTP Plus alternative.
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LP-93:  Comment noted.

LP-94:  It is true that parts of our transportation systems have greater existing levels of infrastructure 
intensity than others.  The least-cost analysis does not, however, “bias the costs in favor of the system 
parts that already have significant investments in place.”  Least cost analysis simply evaluates the cost 
implications of making alternative investments over the long run.  This is not an analytical bias, this is 
the cost reality of making investments in systems with varying degrees of maturity.  

LP-95:  See response LP-94.

LP-96:  The other costs mentioned in this comment were included in this least cost analysis and are 
described in greater detail in Exhibit A: Costs Factors Within the Full Cost Analysis.

LP-97:  The “other” social costs (housing and economic growth) are secondary effects of transportation 
investments and travel behavior and should be included only if these secondary effects are greater than 
the initial effects of the investment.  These issues are discussed in greater detail in Appendix 11 under 
the heading General Methodology.  

LP-98:  Initial cost estimates, due to data limitations, did not include revised costs of maintenance and 
preservation due to the added marginal increment of infrastructure that would need to be maintained 
and preserved.  These costs, for the state highway category, would indeed vary by alternative and 
the analysis would benefit from inclusion of these costs.  However, the cost variation would be rather 
small due to the fact that the majority of maintenance and preservation costs arise as a result of 
maintaining and preserving currently existing infrastructure, not the relatively small marginal increment 
of infrastructure added in each alternative.

LP-99:  Initial land use assumptions feed into travel demand modeling.  At this stage in the analysis 
all alternatives have the same trip generation characteristics.  Plan alternatives include varying levels 
of investment in transportation systems which would influence the ease or difficulty in moving 
throughout the region.  Since these differences might have influences on land use decisions, land use 
modeling is redone using the travel impedances that are the result of travel demand modeling.  These 
new land use forecasts result in different trip generation rates for each of the alternatives, travel 
demand modeling is once again performed utilizing these new land use assumptions.

LP-100:  The analysis described in this comment is a more focused type of benefit-cost analysis that 
has merits, but is beyond the scope of the least-cost analysis used to analyze plan alternatives.  In 
transportation analysis, a simple evaluation of cost per unit of output is not usually a robust benefit-
cost measure since benefits to users associated with a non-standardized unit of output (person trip) 
are not explicitly treated.  However, within the limits of the models employed, travel demand modeling 
allows user benefit calculations to be implicitly treated.  Not all person trips are the same, and yet, it 
is reasonable to standardize benefits to a person trip unit.  Demand models assign trips to different 
modes (auto, transit), on different transportation facilities based on observed survey data reflecting 
the travel choices of the residents of the region, and based on the relative utility of the different 
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travel alternatives.  This, in effect, is a calculation which takes into account the variable user benefits 
associated with different types of person trips.

LP-101:  It is true that parking one’s vehicle at home has costs.  It is difficult, however, to determine 
that the opportunity cost associated with providing residential parking is solely a transportation cost 
that can vary by level of investment in transportation systems.  Residents who use the automobiles less 
may not choose a house without vehicular storage, while a business that experiences lower access by 
customers or workers in automobiles is more likely to reduce available parking (at the owner’s expense) 
over the long run.  Residential vehicle storage areas (garages) are used for other purposes besides storing 
vehicles and it is difficult to disentangle residential parking from other estimates of value in residential 
real estate markets.  Resident parking cost estimates could be included in a benefit-cost analysis, but the 
Regional Council chose to not include these costs at this time for the above stated reasons.

LP-102:  The Regional Council plans to continue to use least-cost planning analysis as a tool for better 
understanding the mix of transportation investments and management strategies that provide the 
greatest benefits to society at the least cost.  The Regional Council will continue to refine benefit-cost 
analytical tools and methods in an attempt to continually improve the state of the practice and provide 
policy-makers with information relevant to decision processes.  Costs associated with maintaining 
endangered salmon species could be included in future analysis as the regulatory details become 
more certain.  A particular challenge facing the inclusion of such information is establishing some 
consistent basis for linking these costs to transportation investment decisions as opposed to other 
non-transportation related development factors.

LP-103:  The potential loss of federal dollars for transportation investments due to failure to meet air 
quality requirements is a financial issue which does not influence the cost-effectiveness of transporta-
tion alternatives.  Destination 2030, however, meets federal air quality requirements.

LP-104:  The sensitivity analysis attempts to account for uncertainty in cost input assumptions that 
might influence the outcome of the analysis.  Discount rate and unit cost assumptions are crucial 
variables that potentially change the outcome.  Number of trips is indeed an area of uncertainty which, 
if different numbers were assumed, would change the cost per trip for each alternative but would not 
change the rank order of the alternatives.

LP-105:  Land use assumptions, and land use modeling precede the transportation demand modeling.  
Changes in the land use assumptions could indeed change the results of the least-cost analysis.  
Initial land use forecasts are consistent with local growth management plans and regional econometric 
modeling in an attempt to reflect regional land use policy and to provide a consistent basis for travel 
demand modeling.  Analyzing the cost consequences of different land uses is a useful analysis that is 
beyond the scope of the current least-cost analysis and Destination 2030.

LP-106:  Comments are noted.
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BRUCE L. NURSE, KEMPER DEVELOPMENT GROUP

LP-107:  Observations and comments are noted.

LP-108:  In developing the planning alternatives for the Metropolitan Transportation Plan Alternatives 
Analysis and Draft Environmental Impact Statement, a broad range of investment and management 
options were narrowed using demand modeling analysis and a review of policy compatibility.  The three 
alternatives developed for SEPA review reflect various levels, and combinations, of transportation invest-
ments originally examined during sketch planning.  The process that resulted in a definition of three EIS 
alternatives began in August 1999, and was formalized in December 1999 when the Regional Council’s 
Transportation and Growth Management Policy Boards approved the Scope of the Environmental Review 
for the 2001 Update of the Metropolitan Transportation Plan.  This scoping document, a result of 
extensive public outreach, set in motion an analysis structure that, over six months, examined a number 
of “test packages” and used what was learned to help define three EIS alternatives.  

LP-109:  The Regional Council believes it has complied with state law (RCW 47.80.030); any further 
refinement and utilization of a least-cost analysis methodology simply provides additional information 
that can be used in future decision processes as they arise.  Also see response I-167.

LP-110: An “all bus” alternative was not among the three alternatives.  There was no call for developing 
an alternative during the SEPA scoping process and such an alternative lies beyond the scope of this 
update.  Also see response to TO-60, and FEIS Volume Two Appendix II-A, Summary of Prior All-Bus and 
Rail/Bus Alternative Analysis: Conducted Prior to 1996 Adoption of the Sound Move Plan.

The objective of the current planning work is to update and refine the 1995 MTP.  A public scoping 
process identified the range of alternatives to be analyzed in the EIS.  Because Sound Transit’s Phase 
I is in the 1995 MTP as light rail (and it has voter approval and is currently being implemented) the 
decision was not revisited in Destination 2030.  However, future phases of Sound Transit’s program are 
not identified as light rail.  These phases were analyzed on a technology neutral basis as simply “high 
capacity transit” and all options will be fully evaluated by Sound Transit in future corridor work.

LP-111:  Appendix 11 contains a description of the methodology and two Exhibits that provide greater 
detail into cost assumptions and sensitivity analysis.  In addition, detailed spreadsheets are included 
that contain annual cash flow analysis.

LP-112:  Opinion, comment noted.

LP-113:  Least-cost analysis does not attempt to “justify” any particular transportation investment.

LP-114: Least-cost planning analysis assigns resource costs to estimates of travel delay due to conges-
tion that are the result of demand modeling.  Least-cost planning analysis does not independently 
develop estimates of travel delay due to congestion.
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SANDRA MEYER, CITY OF RENTON

LP-115: A glossary of terms is included in Destination 2030.

LP-116: Comment noted.

LP-117: The least-cost analysis contained in the DEIS relates to the particular plan alternatives 
developed for environmental review purposes and does not evaluate all possible futures.  The absence of 
least-cost analysis of marginal cost pricing in no way compromises the results of the analysis contained 
in the DEIS.  The Regional Council agrees that marginal cost pricing of transportation services and 
infrastructure would most likely reduce market distortions, such as congestion.  Since subsequent to 
initial screening of plan options, a policy commitment to use marginal cost pricing was not included in 
any plan alternative, a least cost analysis of marginal cost pricing was not performed.  Marginal cost 
pricing is an important subject of future study and policy analysis and discussion.

LP-118:  The Regional Council acknowledges that lane mile total for the MTP Plus A and MTP Plus B 
alternatives are not the same.  This would in all likelihood result in slightly different maintenance and 
operation costs.  Maintenance and operational cost estimates are programmatic in nature and do not 
reflect specific projects.  In the real world, maintenance requirements are a function of both time and 
use, suggesting that maintenance costs are not a simple linear relationship to number of lane miles in 
operation.  The difference in lane miles between MTP Plus A and B is approximately 3 percent, so for 
simplicity purposes the maintenance and operational costs were estimated to be equivalent.  A more 
accurate representation would capture a cost difference somewhere between 0 percent and 3 percent.

LP-119: Least Cost Planning analysis will be applied to projects as they are considered for “approved” 
status in the adopted plan.

LP-120: Comment noted.

LP-121: Comment noted.

CINDY NG

LP-122: Support for the updated existing MTP alternative is noted.

ALVIN CHU

LP-123: Support for the MTP Plus alternative is noted.

DAVID MARSHALL

LP-124: Support for the MTP Plus alternative is noted.
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DONALD W. JOHNSON

I-151, 152:   The Regional Council has published research reports on the full cost of transportation, 
and is currently exploring ways to make people aware of those costs on a trip-by-trip basis.  The current 
transportation  models are based on observable individual behavior, so they only reflect the immediate 
cost of each trip without addressing full private costs.  Further research is on-going to address how to 
better capture and reflect these full costs in models.

I-153:  Support for buses is noted.

I-154:  This comment illustrates the importance of reliable transit for accessing medical care, especially 
for non-drivers.  Destination 2030 includes policies to address this.

I-155:  Support for reliable transit is noted.

I-156: The DEIS and FEIS consider global warming and the importance of preserving open space in 
VISION 2020.

JAMES T. SMITH

I-157, I-158:  Comment noted.

DONALD F. PADELFORD

I-159:   Comment on the benefits associated with revenue neutrality of pricing methods noted.  

I-160:  See response to comment B-69.

I-161:  Comment noted.

I-162:  Comment noted.

I-163:  Comment noted.  User based financing will be addressed in Destination 2030.

I-164:  Comment noted.

I-165:  This attachment contains notes to the preceding comments from Donald F. Padelford.

I-166: Thank you for submitting the attachment, Analysis of the Regional Council Draft 2001 MTP 
Update by James W. MacIsaac, P.E.

RICHARD C. HARKNESS

I-167:  Washington State DOT has adopted regulations pursuant to RCW 47.80.070 to establish minimum 
standards for development of regional transportation plans.  WAC 468-86-030 defines “least-cost 
planning” as “a process of comparing direct and indirect costs of demand and supply options to meet 
transportation goals and/or policies where the intent of the process is to identify the “most cost-
effective mix of options.”  The Regional Council believes that this phrasing supports doing least-cost 
planning for the “mix of options” rather than on each option separately; if it required a least-cost analysis 
for each of the components, this phrase would read “the mix of the most cost-effective options.”

John S Niles
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The Regional Council believes that the best way for the least-cost methodology to “treat demand 
and supply resources on a consistent and integrated basis” is to put the alternatives into packages 
based on consistency and integration, and then do a least-cost analysis to see which package is most 
cost-effective.  This was the methodology employed in Appendix 11.  It appears that the intent of the 
statutory amendment (WAC 468-86-080) was for the regional transportation planning organizations to 
implement least-cost planning methodologies incrementally and for WSDOT to lead the way in how that 
should be accomplished.  The Regional Council’s Destination 2030 plan requires that enhanced benefit-
cost analysis be conducted on all future corridor projects before a given project can be “approved” 
for implementation.

RICHARD E. PARTIN

I-168 through I-170:  Support for growth control, a cost/benefit review of light rail, investment 
in roads, a second airport, and opening carpool lanes is noted.  See response to comment I-103 for 
additional information about planning for a second airport.

I-171:  See response to comment I-103 and CC-114.

I-172: See response to comment I-168 through I-170.

GREG HOUGH

I-173:  Support for the 1995 MTP Update alternative is noted.

I-174 through I-179: Suggestions for expanding the current plan (1995 MTP Alternative) to include 
elements such as transportation pricing, transit and road improvements, are noted.  Destination 2030 
addresses these issues.

GUY S. SPENCER, COUNCILMEMBER, CITY OF NORMANDY PARK

I-180:  See response to comment CC-114.

I-181:  The region is in compliance with the provisions of the Growth Management Act.  The Destina-
tion 2030 Aviation Component provides new analysis for regional general aviation airports; it does not 
include any additional analysis of commercial air capacity needs.  In 1996 the Regional Council adopted 
Resolution A-96-02 which amended the 1995 Metropolitan Transportation Plan by including plans for 
a third runway at Sea-Tac Airport.  The Regional Council is not revisiting that decision in this planning 
cycle.  Destination 2030 carries forward the decisions and policies regarding Sea-Tac Airport that were 
adopted in 1996.  Also see response to comment I-103.

I-182:  The Regional Council’s decision to include planning for the third runway at Sea-Tac Airport 
occurred in 1996. State-mandated least cost planning requirements became effective on May 16, 1997.  
Destination 2030 does not revisit the Sea-Tac decision in this planning cycle.  Therefore, this past 
decision is not subject to the least cost planning requirements under state law.

John S Niles
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